
SURGICAL LIGHT HANDLE COVERS

ELECTRO LUBE®

Electro Lube® is an anti-stick phospholipid solution designed to 

keep tissue from sticking to the electrode instrument tip during 

an electrosurgical procedure, reducing eschar build up. Clinically

demonstrated to reduce time spent on hand backs.

SHROUDGUARD COLUMN PROTECTORS
Surgical table columns are often damaged due to inappropriately placed equipment 

(arm boards, convective warming devices, etc) and repairs can be quite 

costly. Designed to prevent damage and repair costs, ShroudGuard is a 

‘fence-like’ protector that mounts securely to the table column. The various 

models available are compatible with STERIS surgical tables. Easy to install 

and protects your investment. It has been said that “An ounce of  prevention is 

worth... not paying thousands of  dollars to repair the columns on your surgical table.”

Surgical Light Handle Covers are designed to fit over surgical light handles, allowing 

for sterile control of  power on/off, intensity levels, and pattern size of  the surgical light. 

Using a surgical light handle cover eliminates the need for cleaning and sterilizing of  

handles for every case. Select styles are compatible with select STERIS Harmony and 

HarmonyAIR Surgical Lights including the Harmony LA300 Exam Light. (LB53 and LB54)

For additional convenience, our universal light 

handle cover is designed to fit a wider range of  

brands and styles of  surgical lights used 

throughout hospitals and facilities (LB82).

PRODUCT NO. QTY
BF067 1/box

PRODUCT NO. QTY
LB53 SGL pack; (120 unit count)
LB54 SGL pack; 30/per case
LB82 DL pack 200/bx

LB53

LB54

BF067

LB82

“ High-quality evidence supports the use of an anti-stick phospholipid  
solution to reduce surgical time. An anti-stick phospholipid solution 
may be used to decrease eschar buildup.” 

- AORN Guidelines 3.11.1

O.R. PRODUCTS FROM KEY SURGICAL



Various racks for wires, pin, and drill bits. Conveniently sterilize, store, 

and transport your orthopedic accessories with a sterilization rack 

from Key Surgical. All styles fold open to a tabletop position for easy 

use in the O.R. Holds various sizes of  wires, pins, or twist drill bits with 

dimensions clearly marked on the racks for quick and easy identification. 

STERILIZATION RACKS 
(K-WIRES AND TWIST DRILL BITS)

A variety of  styles designed to position/immobilize the hand during 

an applicable procedure. Both Alumi-Hand® and DuraHand® are 

constructed of  aluminum and are lead-free. Immobilizers feature an 

anti-tilt tab that prevents rotation of  the arm during a procedure. 

Two styles shown here, for more please visit keysurgical.com.

HAND IMMOBILIZERS

Key Surgical mats and drapes are used in the operating 

room to create a neutral zone for passing sharps between 

personnel during a procedure. Magnetic surfaces help hold 

instruments in place which is beneficial if  the surface area on 

which it is placed is curved. Available as single use or reusable. 

NEUTRAL ZONE/SHARPS SAFETY

visit our website keysurgical.com or call 800.541.7995 for more information
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KS-843
KS-837

KI-71-RACK

MG-300-400R

MG-250-400

PRODUCT NO. QTY
KS-837 8/pkg (sterile, single use)
KS-843 1/pkg (non-sterile, reusable)

PRODUCT NO. QTY
KI-71-RACK-46 1/pkg
KI-71-RACK 1/pkg 
KI-05-RACK-TD 1/pkg (for use with twist drill bits)

PRODUCT NO. QTY
MG-300-400R 3/pkg (reusable)
MG-250-400 30/pkg (single use)

KI-71-RACK-46

KI-05-RACK-TD




